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UNIT 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The main objective of this unit is to introduce the basic concepts and definitions related to 

Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC). The attempt is to provide some answers to specific 

questions such as “Why statistical confidentiality matters?”, “Why the National Statistical 

Offices (NSOs) try to protect confidentiality?”, “What is the conflict between access to data and 

confidentiality?” and “Why the NSOs have little tendency to present more detailed data?”. 

1.1. Concepts and Definitions 

Learning Objectives 

 To understand basic concepts and definitions related to Statistical Confidentiality and 

Disclosure 

 

A number of basic SDC concepts that one should know prior to any further study on statistical 

confidentiality and disclosure are presented in this section. 

Confidentiality is a quality or condition accorded to information as an obligation not to transmit 

that information to any unauthorized party (Fienberg, 2005). Regardless of the context in which 

the term is used, confidentiality is a promise that the receiver and current holder of the 

information make to the provider of the information, remarking that the information will be: 

 Exclusively reserved for intended purposes, and 

 Used only by authorized individuals (Duncan et al., 2011) 

Disclosure occurs when from a released data, in the form of a table or microdata, the identity of 

an individual is recognized or sensitive information about an individual is revealed. Three types 

of disclosure have been introduced in the literature (FCSM, 2005): 

 Identity Disclosure or Re-identification occurs when the identity of an individual including a 

person, a household, a business enterprise, etc., is recognized via the disseminated data; i.e. a 

particular record within a set of data is exactly associated with a particular population unit 

(Hundepool et al., 2010). 
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 Attribute Disclosure or Attribute Re-identification occurs when sensitive information about 

an individual is revealed via a released data. In this case, the identity of the individual is not 

necessarily disclosed. 

 Inferential Disclosure or Approximate Disclosure occurs when a disseminated data is in a 

form that makes it possible to determine the value of a sensitive variable about an individual, 

with high confidence. In some texts, inferential disclosure is also classified as the attribute 

disclosure. 

Disclosure Risk or Risk of Disclosure is a function of the probability of identifying an individual 

(Groves et al., 2009), which may also lead to the disclosure of a sensitive information about an 

individual, by using released data (Hundepool et al., 2010). 

Identifying variable or key variable is a variable that can be used, alone or in combination with 

other variables, to re-identify an individual (Willenborg and De Waal, 1996). Identifying 

variables may be divided into two groups:  

 Direct, formal, or explicit identifier, such as social security number, is a variable or a set of 

variables which is structurally unique for every population unit (Hundepool et al., 2010), by 

which the individuals can be re-identified directly (Duncan et al., 2011).  

 Quasi-identifiers, indirect identifiers such as age, sex and education, is a variable or a set of 

variables within a data set that is not structurally unique but might be empirically unique 

(Hundepool et al., 2010) and can be used in re-identification of individuals, with some 

degree of confidence.  

Intruder, Data Intruder and Data Snooper are all synonyms that refer to an individual, group, or 

organization who attempts to identify an individual (including a person, a household, a business 

enterprise, etc.) within a data set and/or to discover sensitive information about a given 

individual, usually through a statistical linkage process (Duncan et al. 2011).  

Macrodata or Tabular data is aggregate information on individuals presented in tables 

(Hundepool et al., 2010). Tables are the well-known and the most traditional data products of 

the statistical agencies. There are two types of tabular outputs (Hundepool et al., 2010): 

 Magnitude Tables, where each cell’s value represents a summary statistics of values for a 

particular characteristic across all individuals that belong to that cell, e.g. total (or average) 

income of the female employees within a company. 
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 Frequency Tables, where each cell’s value represents the number of individuals that fall into 

that cell, e.g. number of single mothers in a region. 

Microdata or Unit Record Data is relatively new and recent data products of the NSOs. 

Microdata consists of records with information about each single individual including a person, 

a household, a business enterprise, etc. In other words, each record contains the values of a 

number of variables for each individual entity (Willenborg and De Waal, 1996). 

Privacy is closely linked to, but yet distinct from confidentiality. Privacy is an individual’s 

freedom from excessive intrusion in the quest for information and an individual’s ability to 

choose the extent and circumstances under which his or her beliefs, behaviour, opinions, and 

attitudes will be shared with or withheld from others (Duncan et al., 1993). Breach of 

confidentiality may harm the individual’s privacy. 

Sensitive Variable also referred to as Confidential Variable is a variable, apart from the key 

variables, whose values can represent characteristics (such as income or mental health) that an 

individual may not like to be revealed. Specifying which variables are sensitive is quite a vague 

issue, depending on personal taste, public opinion and cultural background (Willenborg and De 

Waal, 1996).  

Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC), which is synonym to Statistical Confidentiality, or 

Disclosure Limitation, is a body of principles, concepts, and procedures that permit 

confidentiality to be afforded to data, while still permitting its use for statistical purposes 

(Duncan et al., 2011). In practice, disclosure control decisions are a trade-off between the utility 

and disclosure risk (Hundepool et al., 2010) 

There are two types of SDC method, “Perturbative” and “Non-Perturbative” (Hundepool et al., 

2010): 

 Perturbative Methods falsify the data before publication by introducing an element of error 

deliberately for confidentiality reasons. 

 Non-Perturbative Methods reduce the amount of information released, by suppression or 

aggregation of data. 

Utility, sometimes called Data Utility means the value of a given data release as an analytical 

resource. This comprises the data’s analytical completeness and its analytical validity 

(Hundepool et al., 2010). 
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User, or Data User is any person using a data set legally, with a good intention, and typically for 

statistical purposes.  

1.2. Why is statistical confidentiality a concern? 

Learning Objectives 

 To understand the NSO’s concerns about confidentiality 

 

Protecting confidentiality has always been the NSOs’ concern, but it has received more attention 

recently. In last decades, world has experienced a jump in technological advances. More 

statistical information is now collected in different fields and massive amounts of data are 

available. There has been a rapid growth in using computers and software. Many researchers are 

now capable of performing complicated data analyses themselves. Therefore, enquiries for more 

and more detailed data has increased. At the same time, societies’ attitude towards human rights 

and privacy has greatly changed, and that forces the governments to seek special arrangements 

for handling privacy issues. Thus, today, resolving tension between protecting data and 

providing data is really a serious challenge for the NSOs. In this complicated situation, three 

motivations push the NSOs to preserve confidentiality. 

The first motive for maintaining confidentiality comes from the NSO’s moral obligations 

towards public. The NSO must respect the trust of respondents, take care of their privacy, and 

keep them away from any harm that may root from the information they have provided. The 

NSO should prevent violating the ethical norms. 

The second motive is underlying in the desire of the NSO to gain cooperation of respondents 

and to obtain more accurate data. The respondents who believe that their information will 

remain confidential are more likely to participate in the survey and accurately report their private 

information. While any doubt about the confidentiality may reduce the willingness of potential 

respondents to cooperate in the survey and can affect the quality of responses. 

The last motive is the obligation imposed on the NSO by the national law and regulations as 

well as international commitments. Society’s force on governments has led to establishment of 

legal settings for safeguarding the privacy and the NSO is bound to observe these legal 

constraints (Duncan et al., 2011). Moreover, as unanimously endorsed by the General Assembly 

of the United Nations in January 2014, principle 6 of the Fundamental Principles of Official 

Statistics
1
 postulates that “Individual data collected by statistical agencies for statistical 

                                                
1
 http://unstats.un.org/unsd/dnss/gp/FP-Rev2013-E.pdf 
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compilation, whether they refer to natural or legal persons, are to be strictly confidential and 

used exclusively for statistical purposes”. 

1.3. Trade-off between data access and confidentiality 

Learning Objectives 

 To be able to explain:  

a. The conflict between data access and confidentiality 

b. Why more detailed data is required? 

c. Why the NSOs are unwilling in presenting more detailed data? 

 

As discussed, advancements in technology have given rise to a new dilemma. Research society 

has become aware of the benefits of statistical information and has acquired the capability of 

extracting knowledge out of the statistical data, at the same time, members of general public are 

increasingly expressing their concerns about the privacy. The NSOs are now facing a conflicting 

situation; increasing demand for statistics and heightened confidentiality concerns, a contrast 

between the public’s and individual’s benefits. In other words, mandate to provide data against 

commitment to restrict access to it and maintain privacy and confidentiality. Deciding on what 

should be released and what should be protected is a serious challenge for the NSOs who are 

missioned to provide high quality data products and services, and meanwhile, are seriously 

expected to be conscious about the information that can be tied to individuals.  

Modern societies call for accurate information in order to build a scientific understanding of the 

world around and to take realistic snapshots of society that lead to more effective decision 

making and policy analyses. As a response to this demand, broad spectrum of data users has 

stepped into existence who seeks information for empirical analyses. They require accurate, 

detailed and comprehensive data; and frequently request for geographically specific, 

hierarchical, longitudinal, or even individual-level data.  

The NSOs, as national data hubs, should feel responsible in providing both traditional and new 

clients (the research community) with their required data and statistical services. If research 

community cannot access the relevant data from the official sources, they may try to find other 

alternatives that may not meet quality criteria and will incur additional costs, and response 

burden, too. Moreover, utilizing official data in research can add value to the data, shed more 

light on the quality of data, and return more benefit to the public. Extensive use of available data 

sources for producing statistics can reduce duplications and put national statistical systems in a 

better position to face budget limitations (UNECE, 2007). 
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Providing research community with microdata, though beneficial to the NSOs and the public, is 

not without difficulties. As data becomes more detailed, the risk of disclosure increases and 

preserving the confidentiality becomes a more complicated and demanding job. Consequences 

of even one confidentiality breach can be very destructive for the NSO’s reputation; it can cause 

a severe breakdown in the public trust and result in significant reduction of cooperation. 

Preserving confidentiality of data is imperative for building public trust. To balance competing 

forces of confidentiality and access, and conflicting interests of different stakeholders 

(respondents and research community), the NSOs are now obliged to seek creative solutions. 

In providing access to more disaggregated data, apart from the confidentiality issue, the NSOs 

have to be concerned about the quality of their statistics. Often, particularly when the data is 

collected through sample surveys, quality of statistical products are satisfactory only at the 

aggregate level and user demands for more disaggregated data may not meet quality 

requirements. In the other hand, giving access to microdata and producing disaggregated 

statistics is not free of cost for the NSOs. It requires creating and documenting microdata files, 

providing meta-data, creating access tools and safeguards, supporting and authorising enquiries 

made by clients, technical support of new users, etc. These imposed expenses are not normally 

provided within budget, or by the clients (UNECE, 2007). Therefore, pricing strategy is required 

by the NSOs that is affordable by the users and, at the same time, facilitates safe dissemination 

of microdata and disaggregation statistics.  

1.4. Core Principles of Privacy Protection 

Learning Objectives 

 To comprehend core principles of privacy protection, and access to microdata 

 To be able to explain legislation on microdata release 

 

As mentioned before, many NSOs are now under specific or general legal constraints to protect 

the confidentiality. All principles addressing data access should observe the sixth Fundamental 

Principle of Official Statistics of United Nations on confidentiality. This section presents core 

principles of privacy protection based on the Fair Information Practice, and core principles for 

microdata access based on the UNECE’s guideline. Both of them are inspired by the sixth 

Fundamental Principle and aim to provide more detailed guideline for the NSOs. The last part of 

the section will address the issues related to legislation on microdata release. 

Core principles of privacy protection 

Duncan et al. (2011), refer to five core principles of privacy protection which have been built 
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mostly based on the statement of Fair Information Practices
2
 and have evolved through the 

works of various groups, particularly governmental agencies in United States, Canada and 

Europe. These five principles are as follows: 

1. Notification 

Respondents should be given notice before any personal information is collected from them. 

Generally, notification includes a description of the statistical agency collecting the data, the 

purposes of the survey, expected duration of the interview, a description of procedures, 

potential recipients of the data, nature of data collected, whether participation is voluntary or 

obligatory, the consequences of a refusal to participate in the survey, steps taken to ensure 

the confidentiality, integrity and quality of data, etc. 

2. Consent 

As much as it is possible and practicable, potential respondents should be able to choose to 

participate or not.  

3. Respondents access 

A respondent has access when he or she can view their own data, and can contest accuracy 

and completeness of the data. 

4. Data integrity 

Data should be accurate and secure. Security requires both managerial and technical 

measures to protect the data against loss and unauthorized access.  

5. Enforcement 

Fair Information Practice acquires its power only through adequate enforcement 

mechanisms. These mechanisms may comprise arrangements for external audit to verify 

compliance, or legislations providing civil or criminal penalties for violation of Fair 

Information Practice. 

Core principles for microdata access 

According to the UNECE (2007), principles to be used in managing the confidentiality of 

microdata, are as follows: 

Principle 1: It is appropriate for microdata collected for official statistical purposes to be used 

for statistical analysis to support research as long as confidentiality is protected.  

Principle 2:  Microdata should only be made available for the statistical purposes.  

                                                
2
 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (http://oecdprivacy.org) 
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Principle 3: Provision of microdata should be consistent with the legal and other necessary 

arrangements that ensure that confidentiality of the released microdata is 

protected.  

Principle 4:  The procedures for researcher’s access to microdata, as well as the uses and users 

of microdata, should be transparent and publicly available. 

 

Principle 1 does not constitute an obligation for the NSO to provide microdata to research 

community. It only explains as long as the NSO can maintain confidentiality, and there is no 

other concern (like quality of microdata), it is up to the NSO’s management to decide whether to 

provide microdata to specific users or not. 

Principle 2 emphasizes on distinction between the statistical and administrative uses of data. 

Statistical use aims to derive statistics about a group of individuals while in the administrative 

use, the aim is to derive information about a particular individual which could potentially 

violates the confidentiality. 

Principle 3 is explaining that legal arrangement to protect confidentiality should be in place 

before any microdata is released. These legal arrangements have to be complemented by 

administrative technical measures to regulate access to microdata and to ensure that individual 

data cannot be disclosed. 

Principle 4 is important to increase public confidence that microdata is being used appropriately. 

The NSO’s decisions about providing access to microdata should be transparent, and inform 

members of public on how and to whom microdata will be released.  

Legislation on Microdata Release 

According to UNECE (2007), as highlighted by Principle 3 in previous section, a legislation 

supporting microdata release should essentially exist. This legislation needs to cover different 

aspects including the conditions of data release, and the consequences of breaching the 

conditions. It should also determine what can and cannot be done, and for what purposes the 

microdata can be used. Existence of such legislation provides: 

 Public confidence in the arrangements 

 Mutual understanding between the NSOs and researchers on the arrangements 

 Greater consistency in the way research proposals are treated 

 A basis for dealing with breaches 

The legislation can be available in primary legislation, law or any other form of legal 

authorisation. The details may be better suited to regulations, rules, etc. However, the NSO 

should have some legal authority to permit release of microdata even in an anonymised form. 
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UNIT 2 

PROTECTING TABULAR DATA 

 

Tabular data are the most common products of statistical agencies that are aggregate information 

on individuals within the target sub-populations (each cell in statistical table is one desirable 

sub-population). Even though these tables generally do not contain individual’s information, 

there are situations when information about an individual can be revealed. Therefore, tables need 

to be examined carefully and should go through SDC process in order to be immune from 

disclosure. This unit addresses the issues related to SDC of statistical tables, which are 

applicable to both the traditional paper tables and the modern tabulations through on-line query 

systems. 

Tables are of different structures, and each type should be treated differently in SDC process. 

The structures of tabular data are introduced in section 2.1. The first step in SDC process for 

tables is determining the risky cells, i.e. the cells that can potentially disclose information on the 

individuals. Section 2.2 discusses some methods that one can use to identify the cells at 

disclosure risk. Finally, section 2.3 presents methods which can be used to control disclosure in 

tables. 

2.1. Structure of Tabular Data 

Learning Objectives 

 To introduce different types of tables and enable reader to distinguish between the tables of 

frequency count data and the tables of magnitude data 

 

Each entry in a statistical table represents the aggregate value of a “quantity of interest” over all 

individuals belonging to a unique cell (FCSM, 2005). Traditionally, tables have margins; i.e. 

they include cells containing row totals, column totals and grand total. Tables can be divided 

into two types, with respect to the “quantity of interest”: 

 Frequency Tables: Quantity of interest measures membership of individuals in a cell (a sub-

population). 

 Magnitude Tables: Quantity of interest measures something other than membership (such as 

average) 

That means, the frequency tables (tables of frequency count data) only present number or 

percent of individuals within a cell, while the magnitude tables (tables of magnitude data) can 
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present any summary statistics of the quantity of interest, such as mean, or sum. Thus, a 

frequency table always contains non-negative integer values but the magnitude table can have 

decimal or fractional, negative or positive values. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively represent 

examples of a frequency and a magnitude table, based on hypothetical data.  

 

Table 2.1. Number of inhabitants by region and sex 

Region Male Female Total 

Eastern Provinces 115,983 113,591 229,574 

Northern Provinces 94,157 95,101 189,258 

Southern Provinces 173,488 170,941 344,429 

Western Provinces 59,491 63,987 123,478 

Total 443,119 443,620 886,739 

 

 

Table 2.2. Average household income by region and sex of head of household 

Region Male Female Total 

Eastern Provinces 78 70 148 

Northern Provinces 51 53 104 

Southern Provinces 82 76 158 

Western Provinces 69 67 136 

Total 280 266 546 

 

According to FCSM (2005) and Duncan et al. (2011), tables can also be classified with respect 

to their structure (rather than quantity of interest in the content):  

 Multi-dimensional Table, is a kind of table formed by more than two categorical variables. 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 both are formed by two categorical variables and are two-dimensional 

tables. If another categorical variable, such as age group, be added to each table, then they 

would change to three-dimensional tables. In practice, there may be higher-dimensional 

tables. The first two dimensions are called row and column, but the next more variables are 

called layers or pages. 

 Hierarchical Table is a kind of table that one of the variables forming it, has a hierarchical 

structure; i.e. the variable has several values and each value is decomposable into other 

values. Geographical coding is a common example of a hierarchical variable, which can be 

decomposed into provinces and then into sub-provincial divisions and so on. 

 Linked Table is a table in which several tables may be combined through the linkage 

provided by some common cells.  
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Regardless of the type, a statistical table is a collection of numbers (the internal and marginal 

cell values) and a collection of linear equations. These equations specify the structural inter-

relations of cell values. 

2.2. Assessing the disclosure risk for tables 

Learning Objectives 

 To learn how tables are at risk of disclosure and what are the rules for determining risky 

cells 

 

Since tables do not generally contain individual’s information, one may ask, “Why should the 

NSOs be concerned about the statistical disclosure via statistical tables?” In fact, cell values of 

each table are compiled by summarizing data collected on specific variables. When distribution 

of a variable is highly skewed, it may result in tables where small numbers of individuals 

contribute to a single cell. Tables on business enterprise information are good examples of this 

kind. When fewer individuals fall into a cell, the information on their characteristics are more 

likely to be revealed by an intruder. In extreme cases, presence of zero value in table shows that 

none of the individuals in the population possesses that specific characteristic, which turns the 

cell with zero value to a potentially disclosing cell.  

A further problem that can arise only with tables is that of table linkage. This occurs when an 

intruder can combine few tables based on some common variables to disclose information about 

individuals. Following is an illustration presented by Duncan et al. (2011) on how three non-

disclosing tables can be linked based on common variables and yield a disclosing table: 

 

Table 2.3  Table 2.4  Table 2.5 

Var2 
Var1  

Var3 
Var1  

Var3 
Var2 

A B  A B  C D 

C 3 9  E 1 10  E 8 3 

D 2 2  F 4 1  F 4 1 

           
 

Table 2.6 

 Var1 and Var2 

Var3 A,C A,D B,C B,D 

E 0 1 8 2 

F 3 1 1 0 
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Considering above discussions, tables are too at the risk of disclosure, and have to go through 

SDC process. A table, in addition to the values, contains linear equations that link the marginal 

values to internal values. This makes the problem of protecting table complicated. 

The first step in SDC process for tables is determining the risky cells, i.e. the cells whose 

original values reveal information on the individuals. Available methods are generally based on 

identifying cells with small counts in frequency tables, and cells that contain dominant 

individuals in magnitude tables. As stated in Duncan et al. (2011), FCSM (2005), and 

Willenborg and De Waal (1996), the methods for identifying risky cells are:  

 Dominance rule or (n, k)-Rule: In a magnitude table, a cell is declared as risky if a small 

number (n) of individuals contribute a large percentage (k) to the total cell value. The NSOs 

should choose n and k based on their desired strictness. These values should never be 

published, and must be kept confidential. The linear measure for (n, k)-rule is given by: 

             

 

   

 
 

     
   

 

     

 

For a given cell X, values of the N individuals who contribute to that cell are arranged in 

descending order (            ). The cell is risky if            . Note that if 

   , then            , so the cell X is risky for any value of k. 

In application, the individuals who belong to a cell are sorted by descending order of their 

values. If the largest “n” individuals contribute at least “k%” of the total value of the cell, 

then the cell is classified as risky. For example, consider the cell value is 78, while five 

individuals contribute with the values 24, 19, 17, 10, 8. Then given     and     , this 

cell is identified as risky since the sum of three largest individuals equals to 60 which is 

about 77% of total value. 

 p-Percent Rule: In a magnitude table, a cell is identified as risky if any contributing 

individual value to that cell can be estimated by other individuals with accuracy of more than 

p% of its actual value for a pre-specified value of p. The NSO should keep the value of p, 

confidential. The linear measure for p-Percent rule is given by: 

          
   

 
          

Where, for a given cell X which is a sub-population of N individuals,    is the largest value 
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within the cell, T is the total value of the cell, and    is the total value of a coalition; i.e. a 

group of individuals who decide to pool their data together to estimate the largest value of 

the cell. The cell is identified as risky if         . Note that if    , then          

    , so the cell is risky for any value of p and c (number of individuals in the coalition 

group). 

As an example of application of the rule, consider the values 62, 52, 15, 10, and 4 contribute 

to a cell value. Then in the simple case where          (i.e. the coalition group consist 

of only one individual, the respondent with the second largest value who attempts to estimate 

the largest value), and with     , the cell will be identified as risky because         

                   . It can be understood that p-Percent rule is trying to 

protect the largest value from an approximate disclosure by a coalition of other individuals 

(say companies), especially when respondent with the second largest value is part of the 

coalition.  

 Prior/Posterior Ambiguity Rule or q/p rule: As an extension to the p-Percent rule, it is 

assumed that the coalition group may have a prior knowledge (q) about an individual value 

(normally the largest value) of the desired variable, and gain more knowledge (p) after 

release of the table. The rule, used for magnitude table, is then constructed based on 

measuring the relative size of prior and posterior knowledge. Meaning that, prior to releasing 

of a table, the contribution of an individual to a cell is estimated by coalition group with 

accuracy of q% of its actual value, after the table is released, this estimate would be within 

p% (with        ) of actual value. As in the p-Percent rule, here the desirable rule is 

the one which allows no one can estimate the largest value (  ) in the cell with accuracy of 

p% of its actual value. If q/p ratio is small, then the information gain from released table is 

large and the cell is declared as risky. The NSOs should determine p and q in a way, which 

yields to low q/p. A q/p rule for a coalition of size c is given by: 

          
 

 
   

 

     

 

Where, for a given cell X that is a sub-population of N individuals contributing to that cell, 

   is the largest value of the cell. The cell is determined to be risky if         . It can be 

easily seen that q/p rule is the same as p-Percent rule when 
 

 
 

   

 
. Note that if    , then 

           , so the cell X is risky for any value of q/p. 

As an example of application of the rule, consider values 40, 20, 11, 6, 2 contributing to a 
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cell, then the cell is risky with     ,    , and coalition of size one, because        

            . 

 Threshold Rule or n- Rule: This is the common rule for frequency tables. An arbitrary small 

value, usually 3, is specified as the threshold, then all the cells with that size or less are 

classified as risky.  

 Subtraction-Attribution Probability (SAP): This measure was proposed by Smith and Elliot 

(2008). It is the probability of an intruder being able to recover one or more zeros in a table, 

given specified knowledge about the population. SAP measure can be applied, equally to 

perturbed or unperturbed tables, and efficiently deals with the linked tables problems. This 

technique is a well theoretically grounded algorithm but further work needs to be done to 

integrate it into the practice. For more details, refer to Duncan et al. (2011). 

2.3. Statistical Disclosure Control methods for tables 

Learning Objectives 

 To learn perturbative and non-perturbative SDC methods used for magnitude and frequency 

tables 

 

After risky cell is identified, an appropriate SDC method should be applied to treat the table 

prior to releasing. There are two types of approaches to concealing sensitive information in 

tables: Perturbative and Non-perturbative methods. Perturbative methods falsify the data while 

non-perturbative methods just reduce the amount of information released. Obvious mechanisms 

to reduce released information, among others, are “reducing the number of variables” or 

“reducing level of detail” within a table. 

Beside the protection methods used after tabulation, one can utilize pre-tabular methods. It 

implies that SDC methods can be applied to the original data prior to tabulation. In this way, all 

the tables generated based on that original data would be fully protected.  

The selection of a SDC technique depends on whether the cell values of a table represent 

frequency or magnitude measures. This section presents the commonly used techniques, as 

introduced in Duncan et al. (2011) and FCSM (2005).  

 Table Redesign also called Table Restructure or Global Recoding is the oldest technique to 

protect frequency and magnitude tables that have too many risky cells. In this method, rows 

or columns containing risky cells are simply combined. Since merging the cells may lead to 
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loss of information, this method is not recommended for tables where the variables have 

very few numbers of categories. This method is not feasible where the table layout is fixed, 

due to the NSO’s previous publications of similar results. Table 2.7 shows reconstruction of 

a table, using hypothetical data. 

 

Table 2.7. Number of students by education level of their fathers and sex 

Example of Table Redesign 

Original Table  Redesigned Table 

Education 

Level 

Sex 
Total 

 Education 

Level 

Sex 
Total 

Male Female  Male Female 

Low 2 0 2  Low & 

Medium 
3 4 7 

Medium 1 4 5  

High 12 10 22  High & 

Very High 
13 12 25 

Very High 1 2 3  

Total 16 16 32  Total 16 16 32 

 

 Cell Suppression is one of the most common techniques for protecting risky cells, in both 

frequency and magnitude tables. In this method, risky information is protected through 

hiding (suppressing) the values of few cells by replacing them by a specified symbol, say an 

asterisk. In cell suppression method, initially the risky cells are suppressed; this is named 

primary suppression. Since marginal values are available, primary suppression is not 

sufficient to obtain a safe table and additional cells must be suppressed. The second phase is 

called secondary suppressions or complementary suppressions. Determining the secondary 

suppression without yielding to an unacceptable loss of information is a very complicated 

task. It sometimes requires applying sophisticated mathematical methods of linear 

programming that is out of the scope of the present discussion. For more details, see Duncan 

et al. (2011). Table 2.8 is a fictitious example for cell suppression (FSCM, 2005). 

An administrative way to avoid cell suppression, used by a number of statistical agencies, is 

to obtain written permission, or informed consent to publish a sensitive cell, from the 

respondents who contribute to the cell. 

 Random Rounding is a perturbative method for frequency tables. In this method, all table 

cell values are randomly rounded up or down to the nearest multiple of a base that is equal to 

the specified threshold (say “3”). For example, when threshold is “3”, the cell value that is 

“2” can be rounded up to “3” or rounded down to “0” using a random basis. The problem 

with this method is that rounding is done separately for each cell. Thus after random 
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rounding is applied, the row and column cells do not necessarily add to the published 

marginal totals. Table 2.9 shows a possible result (FCSM, 2005). 

 

 Table 2.8. Number of delinquent children by county and education level of 

household head 

Example of Cell Suppression 

Original Table   After Suppression 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
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Alpha 15 1* 3* 1* 20  Alpha 15 * * * 20 

Beta 20 10 10 15 55  Beta 20 10 10 15 55 

Gamma 3* 10 10 2* 25  Gamma * * 10 * 25 

Delta 12 14 7 2* 35  Delta * 14 * * 35 

Total 50 35 30 20 135  Total 50 35 30 20 135 
   Reference. FCSM (2005) 

 

 

 Table 2.9. Number of delinquent children by county and education level of 

household head 

Example of Random Rounding 

Original Table   After Suppression 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
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Alpha 15 1* 3* 1* 20  Alpha 15 0 0 0 20 

Beta 20 10 10 15 55  Beta 20 10 10 15 55 

Gamma 3* 10 10 2* 25  Gamma 5 10 10 0 25 

Delta 12 14 7 2* 35  Delta 15 15 10 0 35 

Total 50 35 30 20 135  Total 50 35 30 20 135 
   Reference. FCSM (2005) 

 

 Controlled Rounding is a perturbative method for frequency tables that is developed to solve 

the additivity problem of random rounding method. In this method, linear programming 

methods are used to round the risky cell values in a way that they would add up to the 
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published marginal totals. Table 2.10 illustrates controlled rounding where sum of the cell 

values in each row and column are constrained to equal the marginal totals (FCSM, 2005). 

 Controlled Tabular Adjustment is a perturbative method for both frequency and magnitude 

tables. In this method, in each risky cell, the original value is replaced by a safe value that is 

in a sufficient distance away from the original value; then marginal values are minimally 

adjusted to ensure additivity. A sufficient distance from the original value is a value that 

should be added to the risky cell value in order to make it a non-risky cell.  

Table 2.11 shows an example of controlled tabular adjustment (FCSM, 2005). In this 

example, threshold is ‘3’ and sufficient distance changes the original value by either ‘1’ or 

‘2’. Here, the risky cells are firstly arranged in descending order from the most to the least 

risky         . Then the first cell is changed at random to ‘0’ or ‘3’, by alternatively 

subtracting ‘2’ or adding ‘1’. Subsequent adjustments will be implemented with alternative 

signs. Finally, the marginal values are re-computed to account for the changes imposed on 

the internal cells.  

 

 Table 2.10. Number of delinquent children by county and education level of 

household head 

Example of Controlled Rounding 

Original Table   After Suppression 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
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Alpha 15 1* 3* 1* 20  Alpha 15 0 5 0 20 

Beta 20 10 10 15 55  Beta 20 10 10 15 55 

Gamma 3* 10 10 2* 25  Gamma 5 10 10 0 25 

Delta 12 14 7 2* 35  Delta 10 15 5 5 35 

Total 50 35 30 20 135  Total 50 35 30 20 135 
  Reference. FCSM (2005) 

 

 Pre-tabular methods are perturbative methods that can be applied to the table’s underlying 

microdata prior to tabulation in order to assure that any table generated from that data is fully 

protected. Applying pre-tabular methods provides simplicity in protecting tables especially 

for the tabulations through on-line query systems. These perturbative methods are exactly 
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the ones applied for protecting microdata and will be introduced in the next unit.  

 

 Table 2.11. Number of delinquent children by county and education level of 

household head 

Example of Controlled Tabular Adjustment 

Original Table   After Suppression 

County 

Education Level of 

Household Head 
 

County 

Education Level of Household Head 
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Alpha 15 1* 3* 1* 20  Alpha 15 1*-1=0 3 1*+2=3 20+1=21 

Beta 20 10 10 15 55  Beta 20 10 10 15 55 

Gamma 3* 10 10 2* 25  Gamma 3 10 10 2*-2=0 25-2=23 

Delta 12 14 7 2* 35  Delta 12 14 7 2*+1=3 35+1=36 

Total 50 35 30 20 135  Total 50 35-1=34 30 20+1=21 135 
Reference. FCSM (2005) 
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UNIT 3 

PROTECTING MICRODATA 

 

The data collected by national statistical agencies, mainly through surveys and administrative 

sources, are considered to be public goods and data producers have to make every effort to 

facilitate the best utilization of the data in order to extract knowledge. This requires an open 

access policy for providing data to variety of users (including research community) along with 

an easy and affordable access to the microdata for statistical purposes. However, access to 

microdata can increase the risk of individuals’ sensitive information disclosure.  

There is therefore a need to balance the conflicting issues of “providing researchers with 

microdata” and “preserving the data confidentiality”. This unit intends to discuss several 

existing methods that can protect microdata against disclosure and yet maintain the data utility. 

Section 3.1 addresses the key characteristics and uses of microdata. Section 3.2 discusses how 

the microdata is at risk and how the risk can be assessed. The last section presents approaches to 

control the risk of disclosure and protect microdata. 

3.1. Key characteristics and uses of microdata 

Learning Objectives 

 To understand the microdata, its content, characteristics, and uses 

 

Microdata is in fact the raw material based on which statistical agencies construct their outputs, 

such as tables and graphs. This raw material can be obtained from a sample survey, a census, or 

even some administrative sources. Microdata is traditionally organized in a database, where each 

record contains information about one single individual. Thus, for each population unit 

represented in microdata, there is a record containing the values of multiple attributes. As an 

example, the microdata of the students of a class may consist of the attributes like name, sex, 

date and place of birth, place of residence, height, weight, scores, their parents’ education level, 

their family income, etc. A microdata that contains all the variables for the whole population is 

called full table (Duncan et al., 2011). 
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Microdata Content 

According to Willenborg and De Waal (1996), variables contained in a microdata can be 

subdivided into two kinds, identifying and non-identifying variables. Identifying variables are the 

variables that their value, alone or in combination with values of other variables, can lead to re-

identification of an individual. Identifying variables can be divided into “direct identifiers” (such 

as social security number), and “indirect identifiers” (such as age, place of birth, and education). 

A single direct identifier surely leads to an immediate and absolute re-identification; thus, it 

should never be published. A single indirect identifier cannot yield re-identification, but a rare 

combination of few indirect identifiers makes re-identification possible. Thus in SDC process, 

rare combinations should be detected and removed. To simplify the detection process, firstly the 

indirect identifiers who participate in a combination should be classified based on the extent to 

which they are identifying. For classifying these variables, one can use the following 

characteristics in addition to common sense and experience:  

 Rareness: The variable has a value that may occur rarely in the population, such as 

nationality, which may refer to very few individuals from a specific country. 

 Visibility: The variable has a value that is known or can be ascertained easily, such as sex, 

and also place of residence. 

 Traceability: Based on the variable’s value the individual can be traced and located easily, 

such as place of residence, or other regional variables. 

More details about rareness and handling it in SDC process will be described in the next 

sections. 

In a microdata, there may be other variables, as follows: 

 Sensitive variable is a variable whose value can represent characteristics that an individual 

does not like to be revealed, such as criminal past or mental health. Note that a sensitive 

variable may be an identifying variable, as well. 

 Household variable is a variable whose value is the same for all members of the same 

household, such as household size or characteristics of household head. 

 Sampling weight is a variable that contains sampling weighting scheme. 

Each of the variables mentioned above, can in some way contribute to disclosure, and thus 

deserve special consideration through SDC process. (Section 3.3. discusses this in more details) 

Microdata Uses 

The use of microdata has evolved over time due to the technological advancements that have 

greatly changed the landscape of statistical services. In recent decades, role of microdata has 
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shifted from a mere raw material for statistical production to an important statistical product. 

Today, microdata is an essential factor in analysing the complex world around and finding 

solutions to multidimensional and complex issues. It enables researchers to conduct more 

sophisticated data analyses and apply advanced statistical methods (such as modelling) to extract 

information from data. Microdata with geographical and temporal details can provide a better 

understanding of many spatio-temporal phenomena. Hierarchical microdata (e.g. members of 

households or employees of enterprises) allow multi-level analyses that take account of 

variability at each level.  

The NSOs can no longer avoid releasing microdata only for confidentiality reasons; instead, 

they have to find solutions to provide microdata under confidentiality constraints. Applying the 

SDC methods for protecting individual information are good alternatives to the restriction of 

access to microdata. Moreover, it gives the NSOs a flexibility to classify the users, and impose 

different levels of protection on microdata for different users; for example, the microdata 

provided to research community can be less protected than the public used files (PUFs). 

3.2. Assessing the disclosure risk for microdata 

Learning Objectives 

 To identify how microdata is at risk of disclosure and become familiar with the risk metrics 

 

Containing many attributes (often of high sensitivity) at individual level, makes microdata a 

good target for intruders, armed with computational capabilities and with access to other 

relevant external data sources. Intruders desire to enhance and enrich their data in hand, by 

gaining further information about specific individuals through matching. Matching means an 

attempt to link one or more records in one dataset (identifying dataset), with the records in 

another data set (target dataset), by using a common set of identifying variables. The term match 

refers to a successful matching attempt. Figure 3.1 illustrates how disclosure can occur through a 

successful matching (Duncan et al., 2011). 

 

Information available to intruder  Name Address Sex Age …   

Information available in microdata  Sex Age … Criminal Past … 

    
 

Indirect 

Identifiers 

  

Figure 3.1. An illustration of successful matching leading to disclosure 
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To protect microdata from the risk of disclosure, the NSOs should have a risk management plan. 

The first step is to find out how a disclosure event might happen, by answering questions like 

who are the intruders, what are they trying to achieve, and what is available to them. Answers to 

such questions will form the disclosure scenario
3
. In a disclosure scenario, the plausible risk 

channels for a data intrusion are classified, and the output is a specification of a set of 

identifying variables that are likely to be held by intruders. This establishes the basis for 

defining the risk of disclosure. 

Disclosure Risk Metrics 

According to Hundepool et al. (2010), intuitively, an individual is at risk of identification when 

it cannot be confused with several other individuals, and thus can be singled out from the rest. 

The basic idea behind the most of risk measures is rareness (or uniqueness) of an individual 

either in sample or in population. While, in some of risk measures, this idea is extended to 

measuring “the extent to which matching is possible”. The concept of rareness, though seems 

quite simple, is difficult to be expressed by means of statistical methodology.  

There are many different methods and tools for microdata disclosure risk assessment used by 

statistical agencies. However, there is not yet agreement on which method is the best under 

given circumstances, neither is international standards on the subject matter. The followings are 

dominating approaches towards microdata disclosure risk assessment mentioned in Duncan et al. 

(2011) and Hundepool et al. (2010). 

 Threshold: Early on, disclosure risk measures often used population thresholds. Based on the 

type of the disclosure risk measure and desired level of protection, a threshold for the 

population size is set. The microdata is released if the risk is below the threshold, and is sent 

for SDC treatment if the risk is above it. For example, it is decided that each cross-

classification of two identifying variables, should contain values of at least 2000 individuals.  

Threshold rules are simple to understand and implement but they do not consider what other 

techniques an intruder may apply for data disclosure. Thus, more sophisticated measures are 

required to ensure a fully protected microdata is being released. 

 File-Level Risk Metrics measure the average risk across the whole microdata file. Since they 

give a useful overview of the whole file risk, the NSOs have found them useful in 

determining how much the SDC treatments have been beneficial. File-level risk metrics may 

be briefly described as follows. 

                                                
3
 For more details, refer to Duncan et al. (2011). 
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 Population uniqueness: As mentioned before, uniqueness (or rareness) is an important 

aspect in understanding disclosure risk for microdata. When an individual has unique 

values on a set of identifiers within a given population, then that individual is said to be a 

population unique. For example, if set of identifiers include age, sex, occupation and 

marital status, a cross-classification of these variables may yield to cells containing one 

or a small group of records. In this case, a 40-year-old female elementary school teacher 

who is widowed may be uniquely identified in the population, or there might be very few 

numbers of records with the same characteristics. When an individual is known to be 

unique in a certain population and there is a possibility of identifying that individual in a 

given microdata set, the chance of identification disclosure is considered high. The 

proportion of such individuals in a given population is the level of population 

uniqueness. This metric is simple to implement and understand but it is not always 

possible to compute. Mainly because determining population uniqueness requires access 

to population data, which is, except in the case of census and some administrative 

sources, rarely possible. The microdata often comes from sample surveys or 

administrative data without a full coverage of the total population, and uniqueness of an 

individual in the dataset does not necessarily lead to population uniqueness.  

 The Proportion of Sample Unique Individuals that are Population Unique: To determine 

this measure, one should compute the probability of an individual being the population 

unique on a set of identifiers given that it is sample unique in a sample dataset on the 

same set of variables. This conditional probability is considered to be more useful metric 

of disclosure risk than the level of population uniqueness, because this metric is sensitive 

to changes in sampling fraction in a monotonic way. Yet, the problem of access to the 

population data remains with this method. In addition, the sampling fraction is not 

directly incorporated into the estimation of conditional probability, while the chance of 

an individual being selected in the sample has a direct impact on the probability of 

uniqueness in the population and consequently on the risk of disclosure.  

 Skinner and Elliot Method: The alternative approach, developed by Skinner and Elliot 

(2002), overcomes the problems associated to the previous two methods. It focuses on 

the conditional probability of a correct match given a unique match. Their approach is a 

development of the method proposed by Elliot (2000). 

Elliot (2000) observed that an intruder attack can be mimicked by: 

1) Removing a record from a target microdata set at random with the probability equal to 
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the sampling fraction 

2) Conditionally copying the record back into the microdata set with the same probability 

as the original sampling fraction 

3) Matching the removed record against the microdata (based on a given set of 

identifiers) 

The possible outcome of the process is shown in Table 3.1. The table shows all possible 

outcomes of implementing three steps on a record, based on the uniqueness of the record 

in the sample; i.e. removing the record from the microdata and copying it back into the 

data with a probability equal to the sampling fraction and finally matching the removed 

record. There are two critical cells, which are marked in the table. The first is when the 

removed record is sample unique and copied back into the file yielding a correct match, 

and the second shows a situation in which removed record is one of the two records with 

the same set of identifiers and not copied back into the file resulting in a false match. 

 

Table 3.1. Possible outcome of Elliot’s proposed process 

Record is: Copied back into the file Not copied back 

Sample unique 

 

Correct unique match* Non-match 

One of a sample pair Multiple match including  

the correct match 

 

False unique match* 

One of a larger equivalence class Multiple match including 

the correct match 

False multiple match 

       Reference. Elliot (2000) 
 

 

Accordingly, the probability of a correct match given a unique match can be estimated 

through sums of the number of records with sample frequencies equal to ‘1’ or ‘2’ and 

the given sampling fraction. Assume that there is J unique values obtained from cross-

classification of the set of identifiers (refer to the example under population uniqueness). 

For each value of j             , there may be one or more records in the population. Fj 

and fj are respectively the frequency of j within the population and the sample. For 

instance, if j refers to the 20 year old married male medical doctor living in rural area 

(combination of age, sex, marital status, occupation, area) and there are two people with 

the same characteristics in the population and only one in the sample, then      and 

    . Then the conditional probability of a correct match given a unique match can be 
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estimated as: 

         
         

           
 

 

Where,      is an indicator variable that         if the condition   is correct (e.g. 

     means that frequency of j in the sample is “1”) and        , otherwise. Notice 

that the denominator is the number of possible selected records from the population for 

which there is a unique match in the sample.  

It is now worth to return to the first two methods and estimate probabilities with the 

same logic and notations. Then       is the probability of population uniqueness, in 

which N is the size of population, and          is the conditional probability of an 

individual being population unique given that it is sample unique on the same set of 

variables: 

      
         

 
 

 

         
                  

         
 

 

All three proposed probabilities depend on the population frequencies, Fj, which makes 

calculation of the probabilities impossible since the population units are not available in 

practice. Skinner and Elliot (2002) examined characteristics of          under 

different sampling designs from which sample microdata was drawn and proposed 

probability estimations under each design. In its simplest case, when all population units 

are independently sampled with common probability of   in a Bernoulli sampling, the 

sample frequencies, fj, are independently binomially distributed. Under this design, 

Skinner and Elliot (2002) proposed the following estimation for         : 

 

          
          

                            
 

 

Two important points about this estimator are that (a) it no longer depends on the 

population and can be obtained only from sample microdata; and (b) it includes not only 

frequencies for single record identifier j values, but also j values with double records. 

One should remember that this estimation is under a simple sampling design with 
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common selection probability   that may not be always the case in practice. Extension of 

this method for other sampling designs is discussed in Skinner and Elliot (2002). 

With the file-level risk metrics being mentioned, it should be noted that though risk analysis 

at the file level is useful, it only provides a partial measure of identification risk, and thus 

record-level metrics are required. 

 Record-Level Risk Metrics measure the disclosure risk for the records. Intuitively, records 

that are unique (or rare) have high disclosure risk, and naturally, more attention should be 

paid to them. Nonetheless, the problem is that usually microdata is only a sample of a 

population and not the whole population. Therefore, a record that is unique in the sample 

microdata is not necessarily unique in the population. To develop this intuition further, 

consider a cross-classification of identifiers, where each cell is cross product of the 

categories of identifiers. As introduces earlier, let    be the number of individuals in the 

population that belong to cell j, and let    be the given sample frequency of this cell. Then 

the probability of re-identification of an individual in cell j is       . Usually, population 

frequencies are not available, and therefore this probability should be estimated. Followings 

are few available methods that may be used for estimating P: 

 Probability Modelling Approaches: In this class of approaches, there are two main 

methods to infer population frequency    from the sample frequency    (a) Poisson 

Model which is based on the assumption that       has a Poisson distribution; and (b) 

Argus Model which is based on the assumption that       has a Negative Binomial 

distribution. In both methods, the individual risk measures can be aggregated to obtain a 

global risk measure for the entire file
4
.  

 Special Uniqueness means that a record that is sample unique on a set of identifiers is 

also unique on a subset of those identifiers. Empirical work has shown that special 

uniques are more likely to be population unique than the random uniques. Special 

uniques can be classified according to the size and the number of the smallest subset of 

identifiers that defines the record as unique, known as minimal sample uniques (MSU). 

In the Special Uniques Detection Algorithm (SUDA), (Elliot et al., 2005) all MSUs are 

found for each record on all possible subsets of the identifiers, where the maximum size 

                                                
4
 For more details, refer to Duncan et al. (2011) or Hundepool et al. (2010). 
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of the subsets (m) is specified by the user. SUDA grades and sorts all the records within 

a microdata according to the level of risk. The method assigns a “per record matching 

probability” to a sample unique based on the number and size of minimal uniques
5
.  

 Record Linkage Techniques: The risk assessment approaches mentioned above, are all 

applicable when the identifiers within a microdata are categorical variables. If identifiers are 

continuous variables, none of them can be used. For continuous identifiers, the concept of 

rareness transforms to the concept of “rareness in the neighbourhood”. The record linkage 

techniques provide a method for measuring this new concept.  

In record linkage technique, an estimate of the probability of re-identification is obtained by 

attempting to link a record in a second data set with a record in the microdata to be released. 

The number of matches gives an estimation of the number of records at risk. Accordingly, 

disclosure risk is defined as the proportion of matches among the total number of records in 

microdata. In record linkage techniques, one can assess disclosure risk by linking the 

microdata to “an external data set” or “the Pre-SDC version of the same microdata”. The 

main types of record linkage used to measure re-identification risk are “Distance-based 

record linkage”, and “Probabilistic record linkage”. Further details on the records linkage 

are beyond the scope of this text and the reader can refer to the Duncan et al. (2011) and 

Hundepool et al. (2010) for more details. 

3.3. Statistical Disclosure Control methods for microdata 

Learning Objectives 

 To learn perturbative and non-perturbative SDC methods used for microdata 

 

After assessing the risk of disclosure, an appropriate SDC method should be applied to treat the 

microdata distinguished to be at disclosure risk prior to its release. The purpose of SDC process 

is to prevent disclosure of individuals’ information and at the same time maintaining the utility 

of data. In other words, the output should be a microdata that does not permit the intruders to 

discover the individuals’ information through linking, while allowing the users to do their 

desired analyses and get similar results that would be obtained from analyses of the original 

microdata. This section, based on the works done by Hundepool (2010), FCSM (2005), and 

Willenborg and De Waal (1996), presents the commonly used SDC methods for microdata.  
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In general, SDC methods available for masking microdata can be divided into two categories: 

 Perturbative masking methods that distort microdata set before release by replacing the 

unique combinations of values available in original dataset by new unique combinations in 

the perturbed dataset. This deliberately made confusion is beneficial for protecting 

confidentiality. To maintain the data utility, the perturbation should be in a way that the 

computed statistics from the original and the perturbed dataset do not differ significantly.  

Perturbative masking methods are mostly special cases of matrix masking; i.e. if the original 

microdata set is  , then the masked microdata set (  ) is computed as        , where 

A is a record-transforming mask and C is a displacing mask or noise (Duncan and Pearson, 

1991) 

 Non-Perturbative masking methods do not alter data but produce partial suppression or 

reductions of detail in the original dataset. 

 

Choosing an appropriate masking method depends on the type of variable on which the method 

will be applied. There are two types of variables considered in the SDC process: 

 Continuous variable: A variable is called continuous if it is numerical and arithmetic 

operation can be performed on it (e.g. age and income). In the process of SDC, a continuous 

variable has the advantage of being masked by using arithmetic operations. However, its 

numerical nature makes each combination of its values likely to be unique. 

 Categorical variable: A variable is called categorical if it takes values that may seem 

numerical but are not numbers in nature and arithmetic operations on it makes no sense (e.g. 

sex and education level). Most of the indirect identifiers are categorical. In the process of 

SDC, a categorical variable has the advantage that its value range is limited; but incapability 

of using arithmetic operations leads to inconvenience. 

Table 3.2 lists common perturbative and non-perturbative methods, appropriate to mask 

continuous and categorical variables.  

 Noise addition is a perturbative method mostly suitable for continuous variable. In this class 

of methods, a random noise is added to (sometimes multiplied by) the data. Main noise 

algorithms mentioned in literature are as follows: 

 Masking by uncorrelated noise addition 

 Masking by correlated noise addition 

 Masking by noise addition and linear transformation 

 Masking by noise addition and non-linear transformation 
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Table 3.2. Masking methods for microdata for different types of data 

    Type of variable 

Method Continuous Categorical 

Perturbative Masking 

Noise Addition 

Micro-aggregation 

Swapping/Rank Swapping 

Rounding 

Re-sampling 

 

 

Swapping 

 

 

PRAM 

MASSC 

Non-Perturbative 

Masking 

Global Recoding 

Top and Bottom Coding 

Global Recoding 

Top and Bottom Coding 

Local Suppression 

Sampling 

 

In practice, only the first two options and rarely the third one are used. The last algorithm is 

not a very practical, but it is the only one that can be applied for categorical variable too. 

The noise is typically continuous, with mean zero and constant variance. One main challenge 

regarding the constant variance is that the small values of the variable will be strongly 

perturbed, while the large values remain less perturbed. As an example, in the business 

microdata, the large enterprises that are at higher risk of disclosure, will be weakly perturbed 

and remain at risk. A possible way out of this challenge is to use Multiplicative Noise 

approach, especially for highly skewed variables. For further details on this approach, refer 

to Hundepool et al. (2010). 

 Micro-aggregation (also called blurring) is aggregating across small groups of individuals 

and replacing one individual’s original value with the group average. There are many 

possible ways to implement this perturbative method. Groups of records for averaging may 

be formed by matching on other variables or by sorting the variable of interest. The number 

of records in a group (whose data will be averaged) may be fixed or random. The average 

associated with a particular group may be assigned to all members of a group, or only to the 

middle member. In case that there are more than one continuous variables at risk, the 

grouping may be the same or different for each of the variables. As an example, to blur the 

income of individuals, one can first group the records based on province, sex, and education 

level. Then for all the individuals who belong to one single group, their income is replaced 

by the average income in that specified group. 
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 Swapping refers to transforming a dataset by exchanging values of variables among records. 

This perturbative method involves selecting a sample of the records, finding a match in the 

dataset based on a set of categorical variables then swapping all other variables. For 

example, to protect the variable household income, records of the households who are living 

in different provinces but have been matched based on sex and education level of the 

household head, can be swapped. Targeted Swapping involves the records with high risk. 

Swapping offers the opportunity of preserving some statistics through swapping operation by 

forcing agreement between the swapped pairs on the variables that contribute to statistics of 

interest.  

Rank Swapping permits using continuous variables to define pairs of records to be swapped. 

In this method, the pairs are those records that are close to each other based on a list that has 

been sorted by the continuous variable. Those records with close ranks on the sorted variable 

form the potential pairs for swapping.  

 Rounding is a perturbative method that replaces the original values with rounded values, and 

it is suitable for continuous variables. Rounded values are chosen from a set of rounding 

points defining a rounding set. Rounding is usually performed on one variable at a time 

(univariate rounding), although multivariate rounding is also possible.  

 Re-sampling is a perturbative method in which t independent samples, say        , are 

taken from the values of the original variable, say X. All the samples are sorted using the 

same ranking criterion. Then the masked variable Z is built as           , where n is the 

number of records and     is the average of the     ranked values in        . 

 PRAM (Post-Randomization Method) is a probabilistic, perturbative method for categorical 

variables. In the masked dataset, the values of some categorical variables for certain records 

in the original file are changed to a different value according to a prescribed probability 

mechanism, namely a Markov matrix. The Markov approach makes PRAM very general, 

because it encompasses noise addition, data suppression, and data recoding. The PRAM 

matrix contains a row for each possible value for each variable to be protected. This, rules 

out using the method for continuous variables.  
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 MASSC is a perturbative masking method whose acronym summarizes its four steps: (a) 

Micro Agglomeration, (b) Substitution, (c) Sub-sampling, and (d) Calibration. The purpose 

of these four steps are briefly as follows, for more details, refer to Hundepool et al. (2010): 

a) Micro agglomeration is applied to partition the original dataset into risk strata (groups of 

records that are at a similar risk of disclosure). These strata are formed by using the key 

variables, i.e. the indirect identifiers in the records. The idea is that those records with 

rare combinations of indirect identifiers are at a higher risk. 

b) Optimal probabilistic substitution is then used to perturb the original data. (i.e. 

substitution is governed by a Markov matrix like in PRAM. 

c) Optimal probabilistic sub-sampling is used to suppress some variables or even entire 

records (i.e. variables and/or records are suppressed with a certain probabilities set as 

parameters). 

d) Optimal sampling weight calibration is used to preserve estimates for outcome variables 

in the treated dataset whose accuracy is critical for the intended data use.  

 Sampling is a non-perturbative method, in which instead of releasing the original microdata 

file, a sample S of the original set of records is published. Sampling is suitable for 

categorical variables. This method is often used for releasing the microdata of population 

censuses. 

 Global Recoding is a non-perturbative method which can be used for both categorical and 

continuous variables. For categorical variable, several categories are combined to form new 

less-specific categories; e.g., elementary school teachers and high school teachers can be 

recoded to teacher. For continuous variables, the values are recoded into intervals; e.g. 

incomes are presented in 10,000 dollar intervals. 

 Top and Bottom Coding, as a non-perturbative method, is a special case of global recoding, 

where the top values (those above a certain threshold) are lumped together to form a new 

category. The same is done for the bottom values where those below a certain threshold are 

combined together. 

 Local suppression, is a non-perturbative method, in which certain values of individual 

variables are suppressed. For example, if in cross-classification of few identifiers such as 

sex, occupation and marital status, one or more values are considered to be rare (a female 

elementary school teacher who is widowed), the value of one of these identifier variables 
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(say marital status) can be replaced by a missing value.  

Beside the methods mentioned above, there are certain rules that should be followed to protect 

the microdata: 

 Direct identifiers should never be released, and number of other identifiers should be limited. 

 Indirect identifiers should be subdivided from “most identifying”, “more identifying” and 

“identifying”. To do this, one can use rareness, visibility, and traceability criteria. Any 

identifier that meets at least two of these criteria, can be classified as most identifying, and so 

on. Apart from these criteria, one has to rely on common sense and experience. Then the 

data should be checked so that any combination of three identifiers that are 

                                               should not occur below a 

specified threshold in the population. 

 Geographic detail should be limited. 

 Number and detailed breakdown of categories within each variable should be limited. 

 Very sensitive variables are not recommended to be released. 

 Households should be published in a way to prevent re-grouping of the household. 

 Sampling weight can provide additional identifying information to intruder, thus they should 

be omitted or be perturbed by adding noise. 

 It is recommended that microdata on business enterprises, due to the fact they are more at 

risk of disclosure, not to be released publicly.  

 It is recommended that only those microdata sets that are sufficiently outdated be released.  

 Longitudinal microdata sets are more at risk because the same individuals are surveyed 

several times. Special attention should be paid in publicly releasing them. 
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UNIT 4 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES FOR 

DISCLOSURE CONTROL 

 

To provide safe and yet useful data, statistical agencies have two alternatives, “restricting data” 

by applying the SDC methods which have been introduced in previous units, or “restricting 

access” by granting the data only to specific users, under specific restrictions. These will help in 

struggling with deliberate attempts to breach confidentiality. However, confidentiality can be 

violated inadvertently, too. Thus special provisions should be made for protecting confidentiality 

against all kinds of threats. This unit addresses administrative procedures for safeguarding the 

confidentiality. Section 4.1 addresses administrative arrangements to prevent inadvertent breach 

of confidentiality and section 4.2 presents the issues related to restricting the access. 

4.1. Administrative arrangements within statistical agencies 

Learning Objectives 

 To learn about the appropriate actions that should be taken by the NSOs to prevent breach of 

confidentiality 

 

According to Groves et al. (2009), a variety of reasons can cause breach of confidentiality. The 

most common is simple carelessness; such as forgetting to remove direct identifiers from the 

questionnaires or data files, or leaving the cabinets containing the sensitive information 

unlocked. To manage the case, the NSOs should raise the awareness and consciousness of their 

employees. This can be done through providing them guidelines for appropriate behaviour, and 

ensuring that these are observed systematically. It is also beneficial to develop a formal written 

pledge that their employees are obliged to sign as a condition of their employment, and as a 

requirement of continued collaboration. Under this pledge, the employees undertake to be 

conscious of not allowing any information to be revealed to any unauthorised party. 

Enforcement of this pledge may involve additional legal penalties. 

The security guideline can contain a set of workplace rules. These rules may emphasize on the 

points such as: 

 Direct identifiers should be removed. 

 Materials containing sensitive information should be protected with a great deal of care. 
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 Questionnaires containing sensitive information should be stored in the locked cabinets. 

 The sensitive electronic files should be encrypted. 

 The sensitive and non-sensitive files on the hard disks should be kept separately. 

 Sensitive information should never be transmitted through emails. 

 Sensitive files should be erased in a way that cannot be recovered. 

Less common, but potentially more serious threat to confidentiality are legal demands for 

identified data. For this case, the NSOs should have a legal safeguard to protect them from being 

compelled to disclose the individual’s information. 

4.2. Components of providing restricted access 

Learning Objectives 

 To become familiar with the restricted access procedures 

 

Previous sections, focused on protecting confidentiality through SDC procedures, which restrict 

the released data. There are also administrative procedures that restrict the access to data. These 

procedures have the potential advantage for specific users who can obtain data that is richer than 

the SDC masked data. According to Duncan et al. (2011), in the restricted access procedures, 

data users agree to abide by specified conditions governing the access and use of the confidential 

data. Their research outputs are reviewed by the NSO’s staff in order to assure no confidential 

information is revealed. The restricted access approach can be divided into four components, the 

“who”, “where”, “what”, and “how” controls. These controls are presented below. 

Who can have access? 

The NSO should determine the safe or trusted individual researchers or organizations. Restricted 

access conditions often stipulate that researchers must have specified credentials to get access to 

data. For judging a potential user, the NSO can consider following typical qualification: 

a) Capability of doing research of scientific merit that is intended to be published 

b) Proposed research cannot be accomplished with the Public Use Files (PUFs) and really 

requires the data sought 

c) User must be associated with some institution that can assure compliance with the NSO data 

access requirements 

d) Proposed research must be beneficial for the society and be in line with the NSO’s mission; 

e) Pass some form of security screening.  
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Where can access be obtained? 

In order to better control how data users may interact with the data, the NSOs prefer that users 

access the data only at special sites, the Data Laboratories (DL). DL is a physically secure 

environment that permits use of confidential files. In DL, usually users should analyse the data 

on a secure computer and they are not allowed to take in mobile data storage devices (such as 

CDs, or USB flash drivers). Users are allowed to take away certain analytical output after being 

checked by the NSO’s experts, with respect to avoiding disclosure.  

For users, these conditions are not desirable due to different reasons such as difficulty to travel 

to the DL, limited working hours of the DL, inadequate and unfamiliar computing facilities 

available in DL, and unavailability of internet access in the DL. However, some of the NSOs 

have established a network of DLs throughout the country for more convenience. 

What analysis is permitted? 

Some of the NSOs only permit the analyses that are beneficial to the programme of the NSO. 

However, as a widespread requirement, users must promise that they will not carry out analyses 

that would result in any disclosure. 

Modes of access 

Following are the modes of access commonly used by the NSOs for disseminating data used 

outside of their organizational boundaries: 

 Free Access is used for publishing aggregate data that is intended for public-use. It imposes 

no restrictions on who access the data or on what is done with the data. The dissemination 

medium of such data can be paper-based or web-based. 

 Delivered Access is a more restricted form of access, in which user requests and applies for 

access to the data. Then the data are delivered to the user through some physical medium 

such as CDs or through an internet portal. Usually, the user should specify what the data are 

to be used for. In addition, the user is required to agree to some specified conditions as a 

license for data access. The range of data sets covered by this mode is very wide, ranging 

from PUFs to confidential data sets that might be given only to a few trusted researchers 

under highly restrictive licensing conditions, which may even include heavy penalties on 

violating the conditions. 

 Virtual Access (or Remote Access Facilities) as a virtual secure environment that permits 

remote use of confidential data is now widely regarded as the future of data access. It 

combines the advantages of DL with much of desirability from the users’ point of view. Its 

advantage over delivered access is that firstly the output is checked before being delivered to 
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the user. This enables the NSO to spot any data abuse. Secondly, there is no possibility of a 

user/intruder directly linking the accessed data set to an external source.  

There are two variants on virtual access theme: 

 Direct Virtual Access uses virtual remote network interfaces to allow the users to view, 

interrogate, manipulate and analyse the data as if it was on their own computer.  

 Analysis Servers do not allow direct access to a data set, but permits the user to 

interrogate it. In such system, data can be analysed but cannot be viewed. The analysis 

server returns the output, after being checked by the NSO staff with respect to disclosure 

issues. Its advantage over direct virtual is that the user cannot see the data, thus there will 

be no risk of disclosure but for the user it would be more difficult to explore the data. 

 

The exposure of confidential information to the risk of disclosure is not always caused by the 

evil intentions from the intruders. Data integration, through record linkage, is now one of the 

most effective modes of exploiting microdata from variety of sources (surveys, statistical 

registers, and recently emerged Big Data). Thanks to IT developments, data analysts/scientists 

are now in a good condition to conduct multipurpose and multivariate data analysis in facing 

complex scientific and development questions. Respondents’ concerns about their confidential 

information remain in place with such applications of data. Hence, the NSOs, as the national 

data guardians should feel responsible to build the public trust and maintain the confidentiality 

of respondents’ data. The NSOs must play an active, rather than passive, role to create an 

environment within which: (a) users can trust that their information is kept confidential, and 

their privacy is highly respected; and (b) their responses to surveys and their available records in 

other sources of data contribute into creating better societies, at the lowest public cost. In this 

regard, many advanced statistical systems have initiated open data access projects through which 

the NSOs (as the data holders) take the role and responsibility of integrating multiple microdata 

and provide integrated data to the users via variety of access modes as discussed in this unit. 

Good examples of integrating multiple data for official statistics are centralized administrative 

registers (in Nordic countries)
5
, data-sharing hub (in New Zealand)

6
, and data integration 

projects (in Australia)
7
. Only through similar effective microdata dissemination policies and 

infrastructure, data can be used as a strategic resource for decision making, while public trust in 

official statistics is maintained highly. 

                                                
5
 http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/stats/publications/Register_based_statistics_in_Nordic_countries.pdf 

6
 http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/snapshots-of-nz/integrated-data-infrastructure.aspx 

7
 http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.nsf/pages/Open%20Data%20Initiatives 
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UNIT 5 

INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ARGUS 

 

ARGUS packages have been developed to assist disclosure control and to produce safe 

microdata or tables. These packages consist of µ-ARGUS for disclosure control in microdata 

and τ–ARGUS to process the tables. The recent version of these software packages has been 

developed by the Statistics Netherlands due to a continuous European cooperation effort in the 

CASC
8
 project. The packages together with the user’s manuals can be downloaded from 

http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc. Since a complete and detailed guide to use the software can be found 

easily in the user’s manuals, this unit will only provide basic information required to start 

working with the two software packages as the basis for further self-studies. 

5.1. Disclosure control in microdata with µ-ARGUS 

Learning Objectives 

 To become familiar with data management, and SDC methods for microdata in µ-ARGUS 

 

A complete tour on using µ-ARGUS can be found in its user’s manual. This section aims to 

provide a brief explanation on this software, in particular, for preparing data, metadata, key 

variables and variable combinations. 

Step 1. Getting microdata 

To start disclosure control in µ-ARGUS, one should first read the target microdata file from 

“open microdata” tab under toolbar or file menu. Only ASCII files can be read as dataset, and 

the file must contain records, each in one row and variables in columns. µ-ARGUS can read 

files with “fixed format”, “free format with tab or character separated (for example comma)”, 

and “free format with variable name in the first line”. 

Step 2. Specify Metadata 

After getting data into µ-ARGUS, it is required to define metadata. Metadata is the structure of 

the data set including the additional SDC-specific information. Metadata can be loaded along 

with data file in open microdata window through “Specify metadata” window as illustrated in 

figure 5.1. If the metadata file is an ASCII file, this window will be automatically completed and 

                                                
8
 Computational Aspects of Statistical Confidentiality 
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properties and attributes of the microdata will be shown in the relevant tabs. Otherwise, the 

information should be manually inserted in the window fields. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. “Specify Metadata” window in µ-ARGUS 

 

The elements of “Specify Metadata” window are as follows: 

 In the left pane of the window, the format of the data file has to be defined. Then available 

variables of the data set should be set one by one by clicking the “New Tab” in the bottom of 

the window.  

 “Attributes” pane contains the starting position, length and decimals for each record of the 

variables in data file.  

 Under the “Variable Type” pane, the characteristics of variables should be specified:  

 HH Identifier: The variable contains unique identifier of households. 

 HH Variable: The variable that by nature has the same value for all members in a single 

household. 

 Weight: The variable contains sampling weights. 

 Categorical: The variable’s type is categorical variable, and it can be used as a spanning 

variable in a table. For µ-ARGUS this variable can be defined as identifying. 

 Numerical: The variable’s type is numerical variable, and it can be used for top/bottom 

coding, micro-aggregation and rounding. 

 The identification level is an option to determine the extent to which the variable is 

identifying. By this, one can easily generate the set of tables to be inspected in the disclosure 
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control process. 

 0: variable is non-identifying  

 1: variable is most identifying. 

 2: the variable is more identifying. 

 3: the variable is identifying. 

 The priority for local suppression: When at the end of a µ-ARGUS run the remaining unsafe 

combinations are suppressed by local suppression, one of the options is to use the user-

supplied priority weights to select the variables that will be suppressed. These priority 

weights are specified in this tab. 

 The codelists of the variables used to span the tables is always generated by µ-ARGUS 

itself. However, the user can supply the name of a codelist file. The labels in this codelist file 

are then used when displaying information on this variable.  

 One or two missing values can be specified per variable. Missing values play a specific role 

in the SDC-process, as missing values will be imputed when local suppression is applied. 

Note that the weight variable cannot have a missing value, but categorical variables need to 

have at least one missing value. 

Some predefined microdata with metadata can be found in data folder in µ-ARGUS Package. As 

an example, demodata.asc is the sample data that can be loaded to see how to specify metadata. 

Step 3. Specify Combinations 

When the metadata is ready, the set of combinations to be inspected by µ-ARGUS can be 

specified. These tables can be specified either manually or by using one of the two rules to 

generate this set. To select the tables manually, one should select the variables in the left pane 

and move them to the middle pane (with the “→” button). If the table is ready and the 

appropriate threshold has been specified, the table can be added to the set of tables in the right 

pane with the “→” button. Each table can have a different threshold. 

 In the “automatic specification of tables”, there are two options (a) using the identification 

level and (b) all tables up to a given dimension. When the set of tables is constructed using 

the generator, it is still possible to make adjustments. Certain tables can be added or omitted. 

 If the risk model is used, a table for this model can be selected by pressing the button “Set 

table for risk model”. A restriction is that there cannot be an overlap between the tables used 

for the classical threshold method and the new risk-model. Mixing the basic model and the 

new risk approach makes no sense. Therefore, the overlapping tables will be removed 

automatically. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the example of “Specify Combinations” window for demodata microdata. In 

this window, combinations of key variables are specified automatically using identification level 

and threshold ‘1’. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. “Specify Combinations” Window (for demodata microdata) 

 

When desirable combinations and threshold specified, one should click on “Calculate Tables” 

tab. After the progress is completed, number of unsafe combinations will be shown in the main 

window of µ-ARGUS. 

Step 4. Selection and application of protection methods 

After specification of combinations and calculating tables, disclosure control starts. In the 

Modify , disclosure control methods such as Global Recode, PRAM specification and Numerical 

Rank Swapping are available. If risk model is selected in specification of combinations, 

Individual or Household Risk Specification section are also activated.  

Step 5. Output 

After all disclosure control processing, the output protected files should be produced. These files 

can be produced via output menu in µ-ARGUS. 

5.2. Disclosure control in tables with -ARGUS 

Learning Objectives 

 To become familiar with data management, and SDC methods for tables in -ARGUS 
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τ–ARGUS software is designed to produce safe tables. As for the µ-ARGUS, there is a user’s 

manual describing how to work with the τ–ARGUS, but this sections just attempts to give a brief 

introduction on how to start working with this software. 

Step 1. Getting data 

The software can read microdata as well as tables. Reading microdata by the software is very 

similar to µ-ARGUS except that here SPSS files can also be uploaded.  

Step 2. Specify metadata 

Metadata is required for both tables and microdata. Figure 5.3 shows the window for 

specification of metadata for tau_testW.asc which can be found in data folder of downloaded 

software. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. “Specify Metadata” window in τ–ARGUS 

 

The key elements of this window are the definitions for each variable. Most variables will be 

defined as one of the following: 

 Explanatory Variable: The variable that is used as a categorical (spanning) variable when 

defining a table. 

 Response Variable: The numerical variable that is used as a cell item in a table. 

 Weight variable: The variable contains sampling weighting scheme. 

 

Other important features of this window are as follows: 

 Codelist: τ-ARGUS will always automatically build the codelists for the explanatory 
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variables from the datafile.  

 Missing values: Gives information on the missing values that are attached to codelist. Two 

distinct missing value indicators can be set. 

 Hierarchical codes: The hierarchy can be derived from the digits of the individual codes in 

the data file, or from a specified file containing the hierarchical structure. 

Step 3. Specify Tables 

When the metadata file is ready, the tables to be protected can be specified. This is achieved via 

“Specify Tables” window. Figure 5.4 shows the window of specification of tables. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. “Specify Tables” window in τ–ARGUS 

 

The key elements of this window are as follows. 

 Explanatory variables: On the left is the listbox with the explanatory variables. Clicking on 

“>>” moves the selected variables to the next box in which the selected explanatory 

variables can be seen. From the box on the left containing explanatory variables, the 

variables that will be used as the row/column of a 2-way table, can be selected. Up to six 

explanatory variables can be selected to create a table, but higher dimensions will restrict the 

options to process a table. 

 Cell items: The “cell items” box contains the variables, which were declared as “response 

variables” in the metafile. By using the “>>” button they can be moved to the “response 

variable” box to be used in the defined table.  
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 Response variable: Any variable in the cell items box can be chosen as the response variable. 

In addition, the implicit variable, <freq>, can be used for making a frequency table. 

 Shadow variable: The shadow variable is the variable that is used to apply the safety rule. By 

default, this is the response variable.  

 Cost variable: This variable describes the cost of each cell. These are the costs that are 

minimized when the pattern of secondary suppressed cells is calculated. By default, this is 

the response variable but other choices are also possible. 

 Weight: If the data file has a sample weight, specified in the metadata file, the table can be 

computed, considering this weight. 

 The safety rule: In this window, the left side of the window allows the type of rule to be 

selected. This is usually either the dominance rule or p-Percent rule, along with the 

necessary parameter values.  

 Creating the Table: After setting all required information, clicking on  sends 

table specifications to the table box and pressing the “Compute tables” button will invoke τ-

ARGUS to actually compute the requested tables.  

Step 4. Disclosure control processes 

When the table (tables) has been generated, the main-window of τ-ARGUS will show the (first) 

table. Figure 5.5 illustrates an example of the window which contains result of computing table 

for sample data when explanatory variables are region and size, using p-Percent rule with 

    ,       and    . 

By clicking on any cell of the tables, value of the cell, its status (safe or unsafe) and some other 

specification of that cell will be displayed on the left side of the window. Also in this window, 

changing the status of any cells, recoding or suppressing the cell value can be done, as well. 

Step 5. Save the safe table 

When the table is safe, then it may be saved to the hard disk of the computer. The user has six 

options for output file format such as csv file, text file and csv for a pivot table. 
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Figure 5.5- Illustration of the result of compute tables for tau_testW data 
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GLOSSARY
9
 

 

Argus 
Two software packages for Statistical Disclosure Control are called Argus. μ-Argus is a 

specialized software tool for the protection of microdata and τ-Argus is a specialized for tabular 

data. 

Blurring 

Synonym to Micro-aggregation 

Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is a quality or condition accorded to information as an obligation not to transmit 

that information to any unauthorized party. 

Controlled rounding 

In this method, linear programming methods are used to round the risky cell values in a way that 

they would add up to the published marginal totals. 

Controlled tabular adjustment 

In this method, in each risky cell, the original value is replaced by a safe value that is in a 

sufficient distance away from the original value; then marginal values are minimally adjusted to 

ensure additivity. 

Data laboratory 

Data laboratory is a physically secure environment that permits use of confidential files. 

Disclosure 

Disclosure occurs when from a released data, in the form of a table or microdata, the identity of 

an individual (including a person, a household, a business enterprise, etc.) is recognized or 

sensitive information about an individual is revealed. 

Disclosure risk 

Disclosure risk occurs if an unacceptably narrow estimation of a respondent’s confidential 

information is possible. 

Dominance rule 

In a magnitude table, a cell is declared as risky if a small number (n) of individuals contribute a 

large percentage (k) to the total cell value. 

File-level risk metrics 

File-Level Risk Metrics measure the average risk across the whole microdata file 

Frequency table 

Frequency table is a table where each cell’s value represents the number of individuals that fall 

into that cell. 

                                                
9
 “The Glossary on Statistical Disclosure Control” is available at http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm.  

 

http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm#Statistical Disclosure Control
http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm#Microdata
http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm#Tabular data
http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm#Tabular data
http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/glossary.htm
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Global recoding 

Global recoding is a non-perturbative where several values or categories are combined to form 

new less-specific categories. 

Household variable 

Household variable is a variable whose value is the same for all members of the same 

household. 

Identifier 

Synonym to identifying variable 

Identifying variable 

Identifying variable is a variable that can be used, alone or in combination with other variables, 

to re-identify an individual. 

Intruder 

Intruder refers to an individual, group, or organization who attempts to identify an individual 

(including a person, a household, a business enterprise, etc.) within a data set and/or to discover 

sensitive information about a given individual, usually through a statistical linkage process. 

Key variable 

Synonym to identifying variable 

Local suppression method 

Local suppression is a non-perturbative method, in which certain values of individual variables 

are suppressed. 

MAASC 

MASSC is a perturbative masking method whose acronym summarizes its four steps: (a) Micro 

Agglomeration, (b) Substitution, (c) Sub-sampling, and (d) Calibration. 

Macrodata 

Synonym to tabular data 

Magnitude table 

Magnitude table is a table where each cell’s value represents a summary statistics of values for a 

particular characteristic across all individuals that belong to that cell. 

Micro-aggregation method 

Micro-aggregation is aggregating across small groups of individuals and replacing one 

individual’s original value with the group average. 

Microdata 

Microdata consists of records with information about each single individual (including a person, 

a household, a business enterprise, etc.). 

Noise addition method 

Noise addition is a perturbative method that a random noise is added to (sometimes multiplied 

by) the data. 

Non-Perturbative methods 

Non-perturbative methods reduce the amount of information released. 
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(n, k)-rule 

Synonym to dominance rule 

n-rule 

Synonym to threshold rule 

Perturbative methods 

Perturbative methods falsify the data before publication by introducing an element of error 

deliberately for confidentiality reasons. 

Population unique 

When an individual has unique values on a set of identifiers within a given population, then that 

individual is said to be a population unique 

p-Percent rule 

In a magnitude table, a cell is identified as risky if any contributing individual value to that cell 

can be estimated by other individuals with accuracy of more than p-Percent of its actual value 

for a pre-specified value of p. 

PRAM 

PRAM (Post-Randomization Method) is a probabilistic, perturbative method for categorical 

variables, that in the masked dataset, the values of some categorical variables for certain records 

in the original file are changed to a different value according to a prescribed probability 

mechanism, namely a Markov matrix. 

Pre-tabular methods 

Pre-tabular methods are perturbative methods that can be applied to the table’s underlying 

microdata prior to tabulation in order to assure that any table generated from that data is fully 

protected. 

Prior/Posterior ambiguity rule 

Assuming that a coalition group may have a prior knowledge (q) about an individual value of 

the desired variable, and gain more knowledge (p) after release of the table; with this rule (which 

is suitable for magnitude table) a cell is identified as risky if the information gain is 

unacceptable. 

Privacy 

Privacy is an individual’s freedom from excessive intrusion in the quest for information and an 

individual’s ability to choose the extent and circumstances under which his or her beliefs, 

behavior, opinions, and attitudes will be shared with or withheld from others. 

q/p rule 

Synonym to prior/posterior ambiguity rule 

Random rounding 

In this method, all table cell values are randomly rounded up or down to the nearest multiple of a 

base that is equal to the specified threshold. 

Rareness 

Rareness is the characteristic of a variable that has a value that may occur rarely in the 

population. 
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Record-level risk metrics 

Record-Level Risk Metrics measure the disclosure risk for the records. 

Remote access facilities 

Synonym to virtual access 

Rounding 

Rounding is a perturbative method that replaces the original values with rounded values, 

Sampling method 

Sampling is a non-perturbative method, in which instead of releasing the original microdata file, 

a sample of the original set of records is published. 

Sensitive variable 

Sensitive variable is a variable whose values can represent characteristics that an individual may 

not like to be revealed. 

Special uniqueness 

Special uniqueness means that a record that is sample unique on a set of identifiers is also 

unique on a subset of those identifiers. 

Statistical Disclosure Control 

Statistical Disclosure Control is a body of principles, concepts, and procedures that permit 

confidentiality to be afforded to data, while still permitting its use for statistical purposes 

Suppression 

In this method, risky information is protected through hiding (suppressing) the values of few 

cells by replacing them by a specified symbol. 

Swapping 

Swapping refers to transforming a dataset by exchanging values of variables among records. 

Tabular data 

Tabular data is aggregate information on individuals presented in tables 

Threshold rule 

Threshold rule is a common rule for frequency tables, which defines a cell as risky if the 

frequency is less than a specified number. 

Top and bottom coding method 

Top and bottom coding, as a non-perturbative method, is a special case of global recoding, 

where the top values (those above a certain threshold) are lumped together to form a new 

category. The same is done for the bottom values where those below a certain threshold are 

combined together. 

Traceability 

Traceability is the characteristic of a variable that based on its values an individual can be traced 

and located easily. 

Utility 

Utility means the value of a given data release as an analytical resource. This comprises the 

data’s analytical completeness and its analytical validity 
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Virtual access 

Virtual access is a virtual secure environment that permits remote use of confidential data. 

Visibility 

Visibility is the characteristic of a variable that has a value that is known or can be ascertained 

easily. 
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